Role of the CD62L Expression Pathway in the IVIg Inhibition of Cytotoxic T Cell Responses
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Abstract
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is successfully used in the treatment of a number of immune-mediated disorders, including diseases in which self-reactive cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes (CTLs) play an important pathological role. However, the exact molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying its effects on the cytotoxic response remain undefined. Using a mouse model of ovalbumin (OVA) immunization, we recently showed that IVIg treatment decreases the in vivo generation of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells, as well as the proportion of CTLs expressing the extracellular cytotoxic marker CD107a. In the present work, we demonstrate that during the course of an active immune response in mice, IVIg treatment is associated with the presence of splenic CD8+ T cells expressing high levels of CD62L and by an increased plasma concentration of soluble CD62L. Because cell surface expression of CD62L negatively correlates with the cytotoxic activity of CD8+ T cells and that soluble CD62L exhibits anti-inflammatory effects, we herein propose that the CD62L expression pathway plays a key role in the therapeutic effects of IVIg in CD8-mediated autoimmune and inflammatory disorders.
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Introduction
We recently showed, using a mouse model of ovalbumin (OVA) immunization, that intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) inhibits the cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocyte (CTL) responses [1]. Indeed, IVIg injection significantly decreases the in vivo generation of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells as well as the proportion of CTLs expressing the cytotoxic-associated marker CD107a [1], which was shown to correlate with cytotoxic activities of CD8+ T cells [2]. However, the mechanisms underlying the effects of IVIg on the cytotoxic response remain unclear.

L-selectin, also known as CD62 ligand (CD62L), is an adhesion molecule mostly recognized for its role in lymphocyte homing and migration to lymphoid tissues and sites of inflammation [3,4]. CD62L is expressed on granulocytes, monocytes and lymphocytes, including CTLs [5]. A recent study using in vitro generated anti-tumor antigen-specific CD8+ T cells and melanoma lines as a model of activation revealed that CD107a expression could only be detected on cells that had shed CD62L [6]. Conversely, CD8+ T cells engineered to express a shedding-resistant mutant of CD62L exhibited a reduced ability to lyse specific targets. These results led to the conclusion that there was a direct correlation between the loss of CD62L expression on CD8+ T cells and the acquisition of both cytotoxic activity and surface expression of CD107a [6]. We thus hypothesized that IVIg stimulates the expression of CD62L to modulate the CTL activity. The effect of IVIg on CD62L expression of splenic T cells was thus studied using the previously described mouse model of OVA immunization [1]. In addition, since soluble CD62L (sCD62L) is known to exhibit anti-inflammatory activities [7], we also determined its plasmatic concentration in IVIg-treated, OVA-immunized mice.

Materials and Methods

Animals
Wild-type female C57BL/6 mice (18–22 g) were obtained from Charles River (Montreal, Canada). Mice were kept at the animal facility at Laval University (Quebec City, Canada) and all procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Laval University.

OVA immunization
Groups of C57BL/6 mice received 2 subcutaneous injections (day 1 and day 14) of 100 µg of OVA emulsified in complete Freund adjuvant on day 1 and incomplete Freund adjuvant on day 14 (both from Sigma-Aldrich Canada, Oakville, ON, Canada). IVIg (Gamunex, Grifols Canada Ltd, Mississauga, Canada) was injected to the experimental group every day at 2.5 g/kg, starting two days before and ending two days after OVA injections, as previously described [1]. Control mice received the corresponding volume of vehicle (glycine 200 mM, pH 4.25). Mice were sacrificed 28 days after the first immunization. Spleens were recovered and homogenized with an organ grinder to obtain a single-cell suspension. Mouse plasma were collected and immediately stored at -80°C.

Flow cytometry
Cells were washed with PBS containing 1% FBS (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), centrifuged at 1000 g for 5 minutes and suspended in PBS containing 2% FcR block (Miltenyi Biotec, Cambridge, MA) to minimize FcR-mediated mAb binding. The cell suspension was incubated 10 minutes at 4°C followed by addition of fluorescently labeled anti-mouse CD62L and anti-mouse CD8 (both from...
eBioscience, San Diego, CA). The suspension was further incubated for 30 minutes at 4°C in the dark. Cells were then washed with PBS 1% FBS and analyzed on a Partec Cyflow ML (Partec North American, Inc., Swedesboro, NJ) using FCS express 4 software (De NovoSoftware, Los Angeles, CA).

ELISA

For quantitation of sCD62L concentration, mouse plasma was collected at sacrifice and analyzed using an ELISA kit (mouse CD62L SELL ELISA Pair Set, Sino Biological Inc., Beijing, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analysis

Results are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad InStat (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) according to appropriate tests. Values of P<0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance.

Results

IVIg increases the surface expression of CD62L on splenic CD8+ T cells

To study the effect of IVIg on CD62L expression by T cells, we used a mouse model of OVA-immunization, in which the animals were treated or not with IVIg during the immunization period. We first examined the expression of CD62L on gated CD8+ T cells extracted from the spleen of OVA-immunized control (IVIg-) or IVIg-treated (IVIg+) mice (Figure 2A). The gate shown on the histogram was adjusted to delineate the different expression levels of CD62L. The mean proportion of the CD62Lhi CD8+ T cell population in control and IVIg-treated groups is shown in Figure 2B (7.0 ± 0.6% vs 30.0 ± 6.5%; P<0.002).

IVIg does not affect the surface expression of CD62L on splenic CD4+ T cells

We also examined the CD62L expression on splenic CD4+ T cells from control and IVIg-treated mice. In contrast to the observations done on CD8+ T cells, the analysis done on gated CD4+ T cells revealed the absence of a CD62Lhi cell population in IVIg-treated animals (Figure 2). Indeed, our results show a weak expression of CD62L on mouse CD4+ T cells recovered from the spleen of OVA-immunized mice in both control and IVIg-treated mice (left side of the histogram), indicating that the effect of IVIg on CD62L expression is restricted to CD8+ T cells in our model.

IVIg treatment increases the concentration of sCD62L in mouse plasma

It is known that a soluble form of CD62L can be generated by cleavage of the surface bound CD62L. To determine whether IVIg could also affect the levels of sCD62L, we recovered the plasma of control and IVIg-treated mice at sacrifice and measured the sCD62L concentration by ELISA. As illustrated in Figure 3, we observed a significantly higher concentration of sCD62L compared to plasma from control animals...
Discussion and Conclusion

We recently reported that IVIg reduces cytotoxic responses in immunized C57BL/6 mice by decreasing the generation of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells as well as the proportion of CD8+ T cells expressing the cytotoxic-associated marker CD107a [1]. Because a direct correlation exists between the loss of CD62L expression on CD8+ T cells and the acquisition of both cytotoxic activity and surface expression of CD107a [6], we postulated that IVIg treatment during the OVA-immunization could result in a modulation of CD62L by CD8+ T cells and the acquisition of both cytotoxic activity and surface expression of CD107a [1]. Because a direct correlation exists between the loss of CD62L expression on CD8+ T cells and the acquisition of both cytotoxic activity and surface expression of CD107a [6], we postulated that IVIg treatment during the OVA-immunization could result in a modulation of CD62L by CD8+ T cells and the acquisition of both cytotoxic activity and surface expression of CD107a [1].

CTLs are the effector cells in cell-mediated immune responses and they are responsible of killing targeted cells by directed exocytosis of molecules like perforin and granzymes [8]. Degranulation by CTLs leading to the destruction of target cells requires actin remodelling to sustain the signal between CTLs and target cells [9-11]. As CD62L cytoplasmic tail is known to interact with the cytoskeleton [12], we suggest that the increased expression of CD62L on a significant proportion of CD8+ T cells in response to IVIg treatment may have an impact on the remodelling of the actin skeleton, leading to a reduced cytotoxic activity of CTLs.

Our results also revealed an increased concentration of sCD62L in the plasma of mice treated with 2.5 g/Kg of IVIg. This higher level of sCD62L is likely to be related to CD62L shedding from the CD62LhiCD8+ T cells. Whether this is due solely to the higher expression of CD62L or to an increase enzymatic activity of ADAM17 [13] remains to be determined. In a separate experiment, we determined that the concentration of sCD62L in mice treated with 1 g/Kg remained similar to that of control animals (data not shown), suggesting that the level of CD62L on the surface of CD8+ T cells is not affected by IVIg at this concentration. This observation correlates with our previous observation that a dose of 1 g/Kg was not sufficient to decrease the cytotoxic response in vivo, whereas a dose of 2.5 g/Kg significantly reduced this response [1]. Interestingly, it has been shown that high levels of plasma sCD62L result in anti-inflammatory activity by inhibiting leukocyte migration and trafficking [7,14]. Indeed, CD62L-dependent leukocyte attachment was completely inhibited by sCD62L at concentrations ranging between 8 and 15 µg/ml [7]. Our results suggest that the concentration of sCD62L reached in the plasma of mice treated with high doses (2.5 g/Kg) of IVIg could be sufficient to interfere with the ability of T cells to home to peripheral lymph nodes. Consequently, sCD62L may contribute to the decreased number of OVA-specific CTLs present in the spleen of IVIg-treated mice [1].

Finally, our results show that the expression of CD62L on CD4+ T cells is not affected in IVIg-treated mice. Interestingly, CD62L-expressing CD4+ T cells have been associated with anti-inflammatory effects. More precisely, a CD62L+ subpopulation of CD4+ regulatory T cells was shown to protect from lethal acute graft versus host disease [15]. However, our results show that the effect of IVIg on CD62L surface expression on splenic T cells is restricted to CD8+ T cells in our model. The absence of CD62L modulation on CD4+ T cells by IVIg cannot be interpreted as an absence of IVIg effect on these cells; rather, this suggests that different mechanisms are involved in the IVIg effects on CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses. Indeed, we and others have previously reported multiple anti-inflammatory effects of IVIg on CD4+ T cells (reviewed in Reference [16]). Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possibility that such regulatory CD62L+CD4+ T cells are induced by IVIg treatment since we have analyzed only splenic and not peripheral blood T cells.

Although the above results were obtained in mice, it is tempting to speculate that the CD62L pathway could be involved in the therapeutic effects observed in IVIg-treated patient suffering from inflammatory disorders involving CTLs, such as Crohn’s disease [17], toxic epidermal necrolysis [18], type 1 diabetes [19] and many neurological disorders [20]. Interestingly, a lower expression of CD62L was observed on CD8+ T cells from type 1 diabetes patients compared to healthy counterparts [21], supporting the above possibility. Overall, our results support a role for the CD62L expression pathway of CD8+ T cells in the anti-inflammatory effects of IVIg and broaden our understanding of its complex mechanisms of action in autoimmune and inflammatory disorders.
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